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OHIO WATERCOLOR SOCIETY
SILVER MEDAL
with a $1,000 value
Eva M. Ellis (OWS)
Solon, OH
Off Kilter
28x21
"The artist's composition of angular, interlocking shapes is
handled with a strong sense of design. The punctuation of
smaller, black shapes, help to balance the movement “

〇HI〇 WATERCOLOR SOCIETY
BRONZE MEDAL
with a $800 value
Christine Misencik-Bunn (OWS)
Fredricktown, OH
Twins
12x15
"A rich sensitive painting. The sense of light and
transparent, delicate shadows, all add to this
beautiful double portrait.”
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〇HI〇 WATERCOLOR SOCIETY
AWARD OF EXCELLENCE
with a $500 value
Susan Lyden (OWS)
Bay Village, OH
Ornamental Cabbage
22X30
"Wonderful repetition of shapes all with
a dominant color scheme. The energetic,
abbreviated red/violet lines activate the larger
masses.“

OHIO WATERCOLOR SOCIETY /
CHEAP JOES ART STUFF
AWARD
with a $500 value
Dennis Zimmerman (OWS)
Findlay, OH
Novel Settinq
20X26
"The strong, defined shapes of the figures and
rocks all work together beautifully. The color
is rich and saturated, giving the scene a more
convincing feeling of sunlight/''
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〇HI〇 WATERCOLOR SOCIETY /
JACK RICHESON & CO. INC.
AWARD
with a $400 value
Lavonne Suwalski (-)
Westerville, OH
The Gathering
14X20
"This painting shows one of the greatest attributes of
the watercolor medium一which is to simplify objects
into a singular, strong statement. There is no second
guessing in this work一everything is put down once.”

〇HI〇 WATERCOLOR SOCIETY /
HOLBEIN ARTIST MATERIALS AWARD
with a $400 value
Donna Pierce Clark (AS)
Springfield, OH
It's Tough Being Transparent
29X20
"The strong value contrast is reinforced by the beautiful, abstracted
shape of the arrangement The dark washes are luminous, and are a rich
foil for the lighter areas."
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CENTRAL 〇HI〇 V\/ATERC〇L〇R
SOCIETY MEMORIAL AWARD
with a $300 value
Jody Nudell (N)
Girard, OH
Breakfast In Barranquilla
14X17
"The interlocking and cropped shapes show
imagination and an inventive interpretation of everyday
objects. The vibrant colors anduse o fblack make for a
composition that is appealing to the senses.“

AMERICAN FRAME AWARD
with a $300 value
Christopher Leeper (OWS)
Canfield, OH
The Morning Drive
25X38
"The artist successfully employs value
and edge control to depict atmosphere
and waning winter light. The ambitious
composition has a strong sense of place at i
fleeting moment.“
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M. GRAHAM & CO. AWARD
with a $300 value
Bruce Neville (OWS)
Cincinnati, OH
Hill Street
21.5x 17
"Beautiful brushwork that dances between form and descriptive
line. The artist's vigorous depiction of light and shadows all add
up to a lively and fresh work.“

〇HI〇 WATERC〇L〇R SOCIETY / PLAZA ARTIST
MATERIALS AWARD
with a $300 value
Billie Richards (OWS)
Kirtland, OH
Water Nymphs
20X42
"A rich tapestry of texture and interlocking shapes. The sewn edges and variety of paint
application all contribute to a cohesive and lovely work.“
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DOUG PASEK MEMORIAL AWARD
with a $250 value
Aileen Cave (AS)
Springfield, OH
Tangle
16X28
"This is a beautiful composition showing light on form.
The velvety use of pigment and harmonious colors create
rhythm and movement "

JIM BROWER MEMORIAL AWARD
with a $150 value
Diana Hoke (AS)
Saint Paris, OH
Stocken
9.75X13.75
"The lovely neutral colors and soft edges create a gem
of a landscape filled with atmosphere and feeling. The
crisp edges of the rooftops are a perfect balance to the
overall softness."
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